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SUMMARY  

 

Dyslexia is the most common learning disability (Cortiella & Horowitz, 2014) and 

occurs in all languages (Shaywitz et al., 2008). The specific orthography to be 

acquired, however, has been identified as having a great impact on the reading 

acquisition process and dyslexia (Ziegler & Goswami, 2005; Seymour et al., 2003). 

Prevalence rates vary according to definitions and diagnostic criteria but are 

generally assumed to lie between 5-10% for alphabetic orthographies, with relatively 

low rates occurring in the more transparent orthographies, and with numbers 

exceeding 10% for the exceptionally opaque English orthography (Habib & Giraud, 

2013; Shaywitz, 1998). Dyslexic students face persisting problems with reading and 

spelling, with possible negative effects on their cognitive development, school 

motivation, well-being, and self-esteem (Lovio et al., 2012). Early identification of 

children who are at risk of developing serious reading deficits and the provision of 

effective support are therefore of great importance if we are to break the vicious cycle 

of negative learning experiences and minimize the sequelae of developing or 

ongoing reading disabilities.  

The past decades have seen great advances in our understanding of typical 

reading development and the causes of deficits in the acquisition process. Yet, still 

very little research has been conducted into reading and spelling development in the 

languages of Southeast Asia, among which is the highly transparent Standard 

Indonesian (SI) language. To the best of our knowledge, prior to the PhD research 

reported on in this doctoral thesis, neither a standardized assessment battery had 

been developed to identify students with or at risk of developing dyslexia, nor a 

standardized intervention scheme to support struggling readers in SI. The general 

aims of the research therefore were 1) to gain more insight into orthographic 

differences between alphabetic languages and their impact on reading and dyslexia, 

2) to compose a test battery to facilitate the assessment of reading difficulties in 

young readers of SI, and 3) to develop an SI version of GraphoGame, a computer-

based reading intervention, and test its effectiveness in first graders just having 

started formal literacy instruction.  

In Chapter 1 an overview of the studies described in the thesis is given. 

Moreover, the most important themes of the research are introduced, which are: 

theories of reading acquisition, dyslexia, predictors of reading in different 

orthographies, Bahasa Indonesia (Standard Indonesian), and the reading 

intervention, i.e. GraphoGame for Standard Indonesian.  

Chapter 2 reviews the literature on orthographic transparency, syllabic 

complexity, and morphological complexity of alphabetic languages in relation to 

reading acquisition and dyslexia. At a general level of description, researchers agree 

that the basic processes of reading are the same for all languages in terms of 
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matching inputs to memory, association, retrieval, decomposition, decoding, and 

assembly to name but a few. Above and beyond these universals, however, 

important differences do emerge at more detailed levels. The way in which 

phonological, orthographic, and morphological processes function is shaped by the 

specific orthography being used, necessitating orthographic-specific strategies when 

learning to read. With improving skills, the reader increasingly manages to adapt 

reading procedures to the demands of the writing system to thus improve reading 

efficiency. These specific and vital adjustments that depend on the orthography 

being learned have implications for new readers and the development of reading 

difficulties like dyslexia. Considering the above, detailed knowledge of differences 

between orthographies and metrics to measure these differences can provide a 

stepping stone for the development of language-specific reading instructions and 

interventions.  

In Chapter 3 we therefore discussed the various metrics proposed in the 

literature to quantify orthographic transparency, syllabic complexity, and 

morphological complexity of alphabetic languages, with three metrics being 

considered for each language characteristic: the regularity, consistency, and entropy 

approaches to determine orthographic transparency; Linguistica, the Juola method, 

and Type-Token Ratio as measures of morphological complexity; and finally, the 

structural approach, the behavioural approach, and the syllabification-by-analogy 

algorithm to establish syllabic complexity. Although promising, it remains difficult to 

give a clear judgement on which metric seems most valuable for future use in this 

domain based on the current status quo of the metrics presented in this chapter. 

Besides the fact that relatively little quantitative cross-linguistic research has been 

conducted regarding these matters and more research is needed before any of the 

ideas advanced so far will be widely accepted, the best measure also depends on 

the specific research question and the particular orthographies and granularity 

studied. One general difficulty was the variety in the definitions of orthographic 

transparency, morphological complexity, and syllabic complexity. In the light of 

instruction and intervention development, the ranking of languages proposed by 

these metrics should be validated by more behavioural data showing differences in 

reading acquisition and skilled reading between the orthographies studied, which to 

date is relatively unexplored as far as morphological and syllabic complexity 

measures are concerned.  

In Chapter 4 we described the development of a test battery to facilitate the 

assessment of reading acquisition and the early detection of reading difficulties in 

readers of SI, presenting the first data obtained with this battery in 139 first- and 

second-graders recruited from primary schools in Jakarta (Java). Moreover, we 

proposed preliminary criteria for the categorization of beginner-readers of SI as 

‘typical readers’ or ‘readers at risk of dyslexia’ based on their reading- and decoding-
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fluency and spelling outcomes. The test battery presented comprised nine 

empirically motivated reading and reading-related tasks assessing word reading, 

pseudoword reading, arithmetic, rapid automatized naming (RAN), phoneme 

deletion, forward and backward digit span, verbal fluency, orthographic choice 

(spelling), and writing. Descriptive statistics, correlations, factor analyses, and 

multiple linear regression results were discussed. The results indicated that several 

of our tests correlated significantly with reading and decoding fluency. Most notably, 

the correlations between RAN and reading or decoding fluency were more consistent 

and higher across the three RAN tasks in the grade-2 than they were in the grade-1 

readers. Moreover, whereas the phoneme-deletion task correlated significantly with 

reading or decoding fluency in grade 1, this was not the case for grade 2. Our t-test 

results showed significant differences between the typical and the at-risk readers for 

reading and decoding fluency as well as for phoneme deletion, writing to dictation, 

OCT, and RAN in both grades. Based on our categorization criteria, 17% of the first 

graders and 14% of the second graders were identified as being at risk of dyslexia. 

As these numbers were relatively high compared to prevalence rates found in other 

highly transparent languages, we proposed to optimize the reading and spelling 

tests, for instance by increasing their length and/or complexity, to further augment 

their reliability and discriminatory potential. 

In Chapter 5 we further analysed the Jakarta data using Pennington et al.’s 

(2012) multiple-case approach and combined the resulting data with those obtained 

in an additional sample of 146 second- and third-graders recruited in Medan 

(Sumatra) to investigate the characteristic profiles of cognitive predictors of reading 

of young readers of SI who had been classified as being at risk of dyslexia. For each 

individual case, we first determined the presence of deficits in phonological 

awareness (PA), verbal working memory (VWM), and naming speed (RAN) using a 

10th percentile cut-off point, after which regression analyses were conducted to test 

the fit of two single- and three multiple-deficit models of dyslexia to these individual 

cases. All 285 first-, second-, and third-graders were categorized as ‘typical readers’ 

or ‘at risk of dyslexia’ using the criteria proposed in Chapter 4. The results 

demonstrated that RAN was the main predictor of reading and decoding fluency in 

our sample, followed by PA, and VWM. PA was the most common deficit in our 

sample. Accounting for 33% of the at-risk cases that satisfied both methods of 

individual prediction, the Hybrid Model proved the best fit, proposing that there are 

multiple pathways to being at risk of dyslexia in SI, some involving single deficits and 

some multiple deficits. None of the deficits in PA, RAN, or VWM alone was sufficient 

to predict a risk of dyslexia in the present sample, nor was a deficit in PA necessary. 

In Chapter 6 we described the theoretical background, development, and design 

of our SI edition of GraphoGame. Furthermore, we discussed the first results 

obtained during a pilot study conducted among 69 first-graders playing a 
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compressed version of the game at a primary school in Medan (Sumatra) with the 

aim to evaluate the game’s usability and to collect evidence on the relationship 

between exposure to the intervention and changes in early reading and reading-

related skills. Between October 2015 and March 2016, the students attended on 

average nine (range 5-12) GraphoGame sessions of 15-20 minutes. Their reading 

and reading-related skills were assessed prior to, midway, and at the end of the 

training period. Descriptive statistics, correlations, and linear regression results were 

discussed. Although large-scale randomized controlled studies are needed to 

confirm the effectiveness of the SI reading game, our preliminary player data showed 

that most of its variables were significantly related to mid- and post-test reading and 

decoding skills. Interestingly, whereas post-test correlations between the 

GraphoGame variables and PA (measured using phoneme deletion and auditory 

synthesis tasks) were larger than the pre-test associations, the post-test correlations 

with the alphanumeric RAN tasks were smaller than those recorded at pre-test. Pre-

phonological skills and pre-RAN were significant predictors of post-reading and 

decoding fluency. Furthermore, we found a close to significant interaction effect 

between game exposure and pre-test phonological skills. After further analysing this 

possible interaction, we noted an effect of game exposure on the reading and 

decoding abilities of students with below average pre-phonological skills: the more 

the first-graders with below-average pre-test phonological skills had been exposed 

to GraphoGame SI, the better they performed on post-test reading and decoding 

fluency. 

In Chapter 7 we tested a more intensive approach than we had in our previous 

pilot by having 33 first-graders from a more rural area (i.e. the outskirts of Medan) 

play the full game more frequently during a shorter period of time, with the children 

playing on average three 11-minute sessions per week for a period of 13 weeks. The 

aim of this extended pilot study was to overcome certain design-related challenges 

we had come across during our previous pilot and to further investigate the 

effectiveness of this new design in promoting reading-(related) skills in first-grade 

learners of SI. This time, reading and reading-related skills were assessed prior to 

the start of and after completion of the training period, and at a 4-month follow-up. 

Once again, descriptive statistics, correlations, and linear regression results were 

presented. Both post-test and follow-up reading and decoding fluency correlated 

significantly with the highest game level reached and the number of levels played 

per minute. At follow-up, reading and decoding fluency additionally correlated 

significantly with the total number of levels played. The correlation data hence 

showed that game progress was related to reading and decoding skills. Pre-letter 

knowledge II (pre-LS II) and highest level reached were significant predictors of both 

post-reading fluency and decoding fluency. Our results additionally indicated a 

significant interaction effect between pre-LS II and highest level reached: only for 
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students with average to above-average pre-test letter knowledge was progress in 

the game strongly related to reading and decoding fluency. In order to enable 

students with low letter knowledge at the outset to also fully benefit from the game, 

we suggested extending the playing period to approximately six months to firmly 

establish letter knowledge and phonological awareness skills. 

In Chapter 8 the main research findings were discussed in relation to the existing 

literature and future directions proposed. To optimize our reading and spelling tests 

and augment their reliability and discriminatory potential, we recommended 

increasing the one-minute reading-fluency task to three minutes (similar to the Dutch 

DMT [Three Minute Test], CITO) and to also increase the complexity of the content 

of sections one to three of the new task by adding more complex, inflected, 

infrequent words taken from higher grade textbooks and words containing less 

commonly used syllable structures and consonant clusters. As regards predictors of 

reading and spelling skills, since our results in Chapter 5 imply that students with 

unexpected reading and spelling difficulties in SI do not necessarily need to fit a 

particular deficit profile or may not show any specific deficit in PA, RAN, or VWM at 

all, we raised the question about the predictive value and clinical utility of deficit 

profiles in the diagnosis of dyslexia in SI. We nevertheless think that assessing these 

cognitive skills can provide valuable and converging information to support the 

dyslexia diagnosis in SI. Another interesting possibility that we discussed was to 

combine conventional testing of language skills with a new measure assessing the 

acquisition of reading and spelling of an artificial script, as was done by Aravena et 

al. (2017). We furthermore suggest further improvements to GraphoGame SI, such 

as the addition of a flashed presentation (e.g. at 2000, 1000, 500, or 200 ms) of 

words trained in previous levels to further promote reading fluency similar to what is 

done in a subtask of Bouw! (English: Build!), a Dutch computer-based reading 

intervention (Regtvoort, Zijlstra, & Van der Leij, 2013). Another modification worth 

looking into would be to have students repeat the auditory stimulus (i.e. phoneme, 

spoken syllable or word) before they can choose the corresponding written item on 

the screen. Besides that it will keep the children focused on the task, it could 

potentially boost the acquisition of correspondences between spoken and written 

forms. Finally, we hypothesized about adding a word-identification task using 

semantic categorization (where, for instance, the target word ‘tulip’ would need to be 

put into the box with the correct semantic category, i.e. ‘flower’ not ‘animal’). Unlike 

word decoding, where the reader only processes orthographic and phonological 

information, such a word-identification test requires the reader to also actively tap 

into their semantic knowledge during the reading process (Van Gorp et al., 2015).  

To conclude: The mechanisms of typical reading acquisition and the causes of 

deficits in this development remain complex, which makes it all the more fascinating 

that this process comes so naturally to many of us despite differences in socio-
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economic backgrounds, intellectual capacities, and the characteristics of the 

language being learned. In 2016, according to UNESCO, less than 1% of 

Indonesians between 15 and 24 years old could not read compared to 30% of adults 

of 65 years and above. Hence tremendous progress has been made in the field of 

education and literacy during the last decades. Still, as mentioned previously, 

reading acquisition in SI has as yet not been extensively studied and more research 

is needed to further increase our understanding of reading development and dyslexia 

in the SI language. We therefore hope that the research described in this thesis will 

turn out to be another step forward in the field of reading research in Indonesia. After 

all, as even for the most proficient reader-to-be sufficient practice is still the way to 

go: “Mari membaca!”13  

 

                                                             
13 Let’s read! (translated from Standard Indonesian). 
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